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Chapter 1 : An American Marriage Summary & Study Guide
An American Marriage is one of those novels where everything just works. Vivid and well-developed characters, a good
use of setting, interesting story, enough plot twists to keep things moving, timely and well-placed commentary on several
aspects of life in the United States.

It is beautifully written, with many allusions to black music and culture â€” including the everyday poetry of
the African-American community that begs to be heard. She never ignores their flaws, their perfectly human
tendency toward self-justification, but she also captures their longing to be kind, to be just, to somehow
behave well despite the contradictory desires of the heart. While An American Marriage confronts thorny
issues around race and the criminal justice system it is, at heart, a love story. In the years since her debut, she
has been getting better, and. With spare and shimmering prose that can strike with the shock of a shiv, Jones
captures the life-altering losses Roy and Celestial endure in this unforgettable American marriage. Told in
letters and from alternating perspectives, packed with brave questions about race and class, An American
Marriage is the perfect book-club bookâ€”one the whole group will finish and discuss with conviction. An
American Marriage is a gripping, masterfully crafted message in a bottle, at once a dispatch from the past and
a foreshadowing of the future, bringing exquisite reading pleasure and painful, crucial news. She writes in
folksy, assured sentences; the reading is almost effortless. The men are believable. The women are
recognizable, familiar as a favorite sweater. Through the accumulation of small details, Jones paints a portrait
of a nation still deeply divided along lines of race and class. But all of that is secondary to the story at its core.
This is a complex novel that goes well beyond the plot elements of infidelity and racism to explore the
intricacies of family and romantic relationships in modern America. This stirring love story is a profoundly
insightful look into the hearts and minds of three people who are at once bound and separated by forces
beyond their control. An American Marriage could bring you to your knees. This is, at its heart, a love story,
but a love story warped by racial injustice. And, in it, Jones suggests that racial injustice haunts the
African-American story. Subtle, well-crafted, and powerful. An American Marriage is a compelling
exploration of the thorny conflicts that drive us apart and bind us, the distorting weight of racism, and how
commitment looks across time â€” and generations. An American Marriage poses profound questions about
what we owe each other, and what injustices we allow to persist. An American Marriage reveals how quickly
dreams can be derailed due to systemic malignant forces all around us. Her attention to craft is paramount.
Jones uses her love triangle to explore simmering class tensions and reverberating racial injustice in the
contemporary South, while also delivering a satisfying romantic drama. From the very start, An American
Marriage pulls the reader in with gorgeous prose. Even beyond its plot, the story soars. It does so in a gentle,
subtle way, avoiding didacticism as it nudges the reader to question their own conventions and ideals. There
are rarely novels as timely or fitting as An American Marriage. It brings abstract ideas about race and love
down to the material level. The story is gripping, and the characters are unforgettable. Reading it, I found
myself angry as hell, laughing out loud, choking up and cheering. A gem of a book. That has been true from
her very first book, but with An American Marriage that vision, that strength, and that truth-telling voice have
found a new level of artistry and power. Jones understands love and loss and writes with passion and precision
about the forces that move us all from one to another. Tayari Jones has written a complex and important novel
about people trapped in a tragic situation, struggling to reconcile their responsibilities and desires. Skillfully
crafted and beautifully written, An American Marriage is an exquisite, timely, and powerful novel that feels
both urgent and indispensable. An American Marriage is a must-read, not just for fans of narratives about love
but for anyone who has known what is to struggle with the choice between pushing forward and letting go.
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Summary Analysis Andre believes that his current situation is comparable to being married to a widow. This
moment reveals that, as Roy subtly suggested, a romantic relationship has indeed developed between Andre
and Celestial. Andre tries to prove the validity of his relationship with Celestial by pointing to their shared
history. Davenport never quite felt like a father to him. When he told his mother Evie the next day, she said
that he had to go next door and ask Celestial to be his girlfriend. Andre gives evidence that he and Celestial
felt romance blossoming between them even in their youth as a means to legitimize their current relationship,
asserting that their bond runs deep and their coupling is much more than a random coincidence. Active
Themes After high school, they went to separate schools: Andre continues to track the development of his
relationship with Celestial, identifying the intimacy of sleeping in the same bed even as he points out the
chasteness of such encounters. Andre tells again the way that Celestial expressed littler interest in Roy at their
first meeting as a sign that they were not destined for each other. Active Themes Roy asked Andre if there was
anything happening between him and Celestial and Andre confirmed there was not. Andre refused to clue Roy
into any intel regarding Celestial, but the two found each other again on their own three or four years later.
They have pursued their feelings despite the ghost of Roy always being nearby. Andre has clearly always been
protective of Celestial. In the present, Andre comes home from work one day to find Celestial drinking wine at
the kitchen table. She tells him that Roy is being released, and they toast to Uncle Banks. Andre knows this
could never work. The month before, Celestial had finally agreed to discuss divorce papers and Andre had
purchased a ring. They have four weeks to work out their plan. Andre offers to go talk to Roy, but Celestial
believes that Roy deserves to hear the news of their coupling from her. Celestial wants to share the news
herself, but Andre fights her for the opportunity, perhaps sensing how things might turn if the married couple
discusses the situation on their own. Active Themes Later that night, Celestial finally calls out to Andre. She
tells him to come to bed, and he embraces her. Early the next morning they make love, and Andre accepts this
as a sign that Celestial wants to be with him. Retrieved November 8,
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Chapter 3 : AN AMERICAN MARRIAGE by Tayari Jones | Kirkus Reviews
An American Marriage is a masterpiece of storytelling, an intimate look into the souls of people who must reckon with
the past while moving forward- with hope and pain- into the future. "It's among Tayari's many gifts that she can touch us
soul to soul with her words.".

The following version of this book was used to create this study guide: This book is divided into three parts
and the story is interspersed between three narrators, Andre, Roy, and Celestial. Roy describes his wife
Celestial, an artist from Atlanta, Georgia, and how they first met in college. Roy and Celestial spent the night
in a motel, the Piney Woods, that night. There, they fought, made up, and in the middle of the night were
dragged out of their beds. It is revealed that Roy was falsely accused of raping a white woman in the motel
that night. Celestial takes over as the narrator, recounting the details of the trial. Roy was sentenced to 12
years in prison. Over the next five years, Roy and Celestial exchanged letters, which are transcribed in the
novel. At first, Celestial visited Roy regularly. They agreed to abort a child that they conceived together. Roy
cut off communication until the day that he announced, after five years in prison, that he had won his appeal
and would be released within a month. They had sex for the first time that night, in Eloe. Upon his release,
Roy returned to Eloe, where he met an old friend from high school, Davina Hardwick. Davina was warm and
accepting and, after having him over for dinner, they had sex. However, Roy was determined to win back
Celestial and left soon for Atlanta, knowing that Andre was coming to Eloe to find him. Generosity, Roy
recalls going to Atlanta in order to confront Celestial, who confirmed that she was dating Andre. Andre
returned and the two men fought. Finally, Celestial agreed to stay with Roy out of a sense of duty. Roy,
detecting her sadness, left her and returned to Eloe. In the Epilogue, letters exchanged between Roy and
Celestial reveal that Roy and Davina have begun dating and have plans to marry, though they have no plans to
have children. Meanwhile, Celestial and Andre are expecting a child together, though they have no plans to
marry. This section contains words approx.
Chapter 4 : NPR Choice page
An American Marriage is an engrossing novel about many things, but at its heart, it's a love story, a uniquely American
love story." â€” Ploughshares "It's always an event when there's new writing from Tayari Jones.

Chapter 5 : An American Marriage Study Guide from LitCharts | The creators of SparkNotes
An American Marriage is a gripping, masterfully crafted message in a bottle, at once a dispatch from the past and a
foreshadowing of the future, bringing exquisite reading pleasure and painful, crucial news.".

Chapter 6 : An American Marriage (Oprah's Book Club) - Workman Publishing
Review: New Oprah pick 'An American Marriage' is brilliant, timely In 'An American Marriage' by Tayari Jones, a man is
wrongly accused of a crime. A 4-star review of the latest Oprah's Book Club.

Chapter 7 : An American Marriage by Tayari Jones
An American Marriage: Redefining The American Love Story: Code Switch Tayari Jones' new novel tells a story of love,
race, justice and what happens when "normal" people come face-to-face with the.

Chapter 8 : An American Marriage by Tayari Jones on Apple Books
AN AMERICAN MARRIAGE By Tayari Jones pp. Algonquin Books of Chapel Hill. $ Tayari Jones's wise and
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compassionate new novel, "An American Marriage," tells us a story we think we.

Chapter 9 : An American Marriage (Jones) Summary Guide - Book Club Discussion Questions - LitLovers
TO LOVE AND TO CHERISH: Tayari Jones's fourth novel "An American Marriage" â€” Oprah's latest book club pick,
currently sitting at No. 2 on the hardcover fiction list â€” traces the lives.
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